
Crackdown against Black Money: 
 

Modi’s Dashahara Strategy 



 The demonetization scheme is expected to have a salutory effect on the economy as it works to 

remove many ills plaguing the economy besides take care of a number of issue which should help 

spear head growth. We enlist the effects (or Modi’s Dashahara impact) 

    

 Windfall in tax collections & widening of tax base 

 

 Out of the INR 16.42 lac crore total currency in circulation, we estimated that 10-15% (~INR 1.6-

2.5 lac crore would accrue to the ex-chequer as  tax collection (inclusive of penalty). With the IT 

Department monitoring deposits in excess of INR 2 lac, it is expected that this could lead to mire 

people being brought into the taxation network. Thus, leading to widening of the tax base (current  

count of assesses who paid tax is an abysmal ~1.3 crore in a population of 125 crore). This 

should improve buoyancy of future tax collections. This should help improve the tax to GDP ratio 

which is ~16.6% (one of the lowest in global comparisons). 

 

 Indian macro to get stronger – reigning in of fiscal deficit, reduction in interest rates & 

lowered inflation 

 

• Tax collections should aid in narrowing the fiscal deficit further from 3.5% of GDP projected for 

FY17. More funds would be available for government spending which should negate, to a certain 

extent, the slowdown  of private capex.  

 

• This would provide impetus to lowering of interest rates and consequently printing of money 

(leading to reduced inflation). 

 



 Confidence in the Indian economy to get bolstered 

 

 The improving macro will lead to enhanced confidence in the Indian economy through an 

improvement in the credit rating. This should lead to strong fund flows, currency appreciation and  

boost to the economy. 

  

 Banks to gain from improve liquidity  and lower cost of funds 

 

      The currency (M0) which was stashed away would be re-introduced into the financial system. This 

would lead to improving liquidity through the money multiplier effect (M3).  These deposits which  

primarily be CASA deposits would help lower Bank’s cost of funds. 

 

 Real estate to get affordable 

 

 Black money hoarded was primarily parked in real estate and agri-land. With curtailment of black 

money,  the heady real estate prices  are expected to correct 10-30%.  This would provide an 

impetus to affordable housing. 

 

 Blow to counterfeiting and terror funding 

 The abolition of the old currency notes of 500 and 1,000 has rendered the counterfeit notes in 

circulation useless. This is a very big positive to fund terrorism has been dealt a big blow.  



Sectoral Outlook 

 

Sector Impact Stock Recommendation

Automobiles
Negative in short term, positive for long 

term

Maruti Suzuki, Hero Moto Corp, M&M 

and Escorts

Banks Positive
RBL Bank, Yes Bank and Kotak 

Mahindra and SBI

NBFC- Asset Financing Positive 
Capital First, Bajaj Finserve, Can Fin 

Homes and PNB Housing

NBFC- MFI
Negative in short term, positive for long 

term
Ujjivan and Bharat Financial

Cement Negative

Infra Positive PNC Infratech, ITD Cementation

FMCG Neutral
ITC, Prabhat Dairy and Manpasand 

Beverages

Hotels and Tourism Negative in the short term

Real Estate Negative
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